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Here we have a major book about a minor mathematician, John Pell, whose name survives because Euler erro-
neously attached it to the equation Nx2 + 1 = y2, which Pell never actually worked on. In his time (1611–1685) Pell
was an able algebraist, also skilled in logic and numerical techniques, but he did not contribute anything essential to
mathematics. Why then undertake such a precise and thorough study? First, even a minor mathematician may have
an interesting life. Secondly, there may be sufficient noteworthy source material to produce a “life and work.” And
finally, some mathematicians have more varied interests and achievements in life than their purely mathematical ac-
complishments would suggest. Happily for Malcolm and Stedall, the authors of this monograph, in Pell’s case all
three points hold.
Pell lived through the English Civil War and subsequent Cromwell period, and was actively involved in political
affairs. He started in the royalist camp, fleeing to the Low Countries in 1643, but on his return to England in 1652 he
was appointed Cromwell’s ambassador to the Swiss protestant cantons, where he stayed from 1654 to 1658. In the last
two decades of his life he was a Fellow of the Royal Society, but impoverished. One of the main motivations for writing
the monograph was the fact that 115 letters from Pell’s very informative correspondence with Charles Cavendish are
still preserved. Some letters date from the early 1640s, when Cavendish started to sponsor Pell, but the majority were
written between 1643 and 1651. Both men were abroad then, Cavendish in Hamburg, Paris, and Antwerp, and Pell
in Breda and Amsterdam, where he was a professor of mathematics. The letters document the scientific interests and
contacts of both men. A profusely annotated edition of this correspondence constitutes the third and final part of the
monograph, the first being the biography and the second a study of Pell’s mathematical work.
The mathematician Pell is represented in all three parts of the book. The biography gives a wealth of new details
about his career, such as his appointment to the Amsterdam Illustrious School. At this time he had some reputation
in England, but rather within the Samuel Hartlib circle, which supported the ideas of Comenius, than in a public
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Pell’s refutation of the circle-squarer Longomontanus [van Maanen, 1986], which Pell embarked on in mid-August
1644 and which led to his book Controversiae de vera circuli mensura of 1647. Careful study of the sources now
reveals that Pell had two influential intercedents, William Boswell (the ambassador of Charles I in the Low Countries)
and Johann Moriaen (Hartlib’s main contact in the Netherlands, an alchemist with solid relations to the Amsterdam
burgomasters). It turns out that Moriaen used Pell’s 1638 Idea of Mathematics, a broadsheet in English that also
appeared in Latin, to promote Pell as soon as the chair became vacant in August 1639. Such new information about
Pell’s career, projects, and contacts is evident throughout the biography.
Pell’s mathematics is central to the second part of the book, an 80-page essay by Jacqueline Stedall. The picture
that emerges is summarized succinctly by Stedall: “the promise of Pell’s early years was never fulfilled” (p. 326).
When Pell studied, mainly on his own, he was well equipped to move on. He worked extensively on logarithms and
he was at home with the work of Oughtred and Harriot. In his late twenties he published his Idea of Mathematics,
but when mathematics grew and matured, with Descartes’ analytic geometry and the studies on infinitesimals by
Cavalieri, Huygens, and Wallis, Pell did not incorporate these developments into his mathematical universe. For him,
algebra remained the art of solving equations, not a means of studying geometrical problems, which was the road to
new results that Descartes and Van Schooten had taken. Many of Pell’s papers, as Stedall describes them, are pieces
of art in solving equations, for which Pell used a practical method in three columns (the first indicating by which
operation on earlier lines the equation on that line is produced, the second giving the line number, and the third giving
the equation), but the link to geometry is missing. Huygens, who met Pell in Breda, complained that Pell did not
want to communicate with him about the Opus geometricum of Grégoire de Saint-Vincent. Seeing the skillful and
lengthy difference algorithms by which Pell calculated logarithms, together with the information from the biography
on how much time Pell spent on calculating log tables, it is not difficult to understand Stedall’s disappointment that
Pell “failed to move on” (p. 326). The authors also note various projects that Pell wrote about or for which title pages
survive. However, subsequent pages are noticeably absent from the huge collection of Pell manuscripts.
The book is a joy to read, and to think about. One can consult it when looking for obscure mid-17th-century
mathematicians, since the notes to the biography and the correspondence contain a complete who’s who. One can
learn intellectual and political history from it, and admire the use of primary sources for biographical writing. Finally,
one can sympathize with the self-made man who time and again clearly put much energy into the circles to which he
wanted to belong. But the nature of these circles was not mathematical.
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John Wallis (1616–1703) was renowned in his day for several reasons. First and foremost he was known as an
outstanding mathematician, whose many original contributions to the field were widely acknowledged in spite of
frequent quarrels with colleagues over priority matters. Furthermore, he was regarded as perhaps the most skilful
